NEW YORK STATE ASSOCIATION OF MPOs
SAFETY WORKING GROUP
NOV 15, 2012
MEETING NOTES
Participating
A/GFTC - Kate Mance
BMTS – Cyndi Paddick, Nancy Dutta
CDTC – Sandy Misiewicz
ECTC – Jay Schissell, Mike Perry
GBNRTC – Hector Boggio
GTC – Bob Torzynski
HOCTS – Matt VanSlyke
PDCTC – Emily Dozier
NYSDOT – Rob Limoges, Natalia Grigoryants, Jackie Berlant, Marty Neveu, Regina Doyle
GTSC – Chuck DeWeese



Meeting notes from Oct 18: accepted
SWG Work Plan updates
o Data Access and Analysis
 Network Screening document
Misiewicz asked members for comment on the draft document that had been distributed
for review. She commented on the need to understand what is the minimum “good
practice” that can be managed by a small staff.
Also noted that there is useful information in the Capital program update guidance.
Neveu asked that NYSDOT activities be added.
Misiewicz: original purpose was to understand what can be done prior to realizing NYSDOT
upgrades
Mance and Dozier proposed that the document be better organized. Dozier also proposed
that it be limited to network screening and analysis, with more detail on methods (like that
provided for the NYS MPOs cases). Adding graphics would be valuable.
Torzynski: Concur with inclusion of NYSDOT activity especially in Regions with PIL and HAL
screening. Notes there is no mention of cycle and pedestrian crashes and screening
methodologies.
Boggio: Suggested being careful with extent of detail; links are ok. More about systematic
approaches v. hotspot analysis, which helps build on proactive approach.
Gayle requested guidance on whether this is to be an internal resource, or one for external
consumption. They would be different.
It was agreed that this is internal information sharing.
ACTION ITEM: Gayle will meet with Misiewicz for further clarification; requests input from
SWG members, including NYSDOT.


ALIS update
Misiewicz reported she had spoken with Sattinger: updated ALIS possibly soft rollout by
January.
Regarding access to Crash Report narrative: Limoges reports that it can likely be done, but
will need to follow a process within NYSDOT, including IT/Cybersecurity.
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HSIP Solicitation update
Misiewicz: Reported that MPO Directors want to be included in review.
Limoges: Will circulate for review a memo that provides instructions on how to apply for the
Statewide HSIP solicitation.
Explained that $41M is allocated to Regions for the TIP/STIP update, same as in previous
year. NYSDOT will program the additional $42M centrally, for most effective crash
reduction. Developed an application that is straightforward; b/c and crash reduction
weighted most heavily; other factors include deliverability, part of corridor improvement.
Should clarify how MPO members can “get into the game”, consistent with Yellow Book.
Makes it easier for all projects to be compared. Acknowledge there will be some judgment
with respect to factors like source of crash reduction factors, service life; working on more
guidance. Notes that MPO screening processes are all reasonable, which should be a
requirement. Still needs to be data driven.
Neveu: There will be a quick turnaround for FY2013 projects, since the year has begun. FY
2014 not so constrained. Limoges confirmed an early December deadline for 2013 projects.
Neveu: Approval will coincide with Statewide Prioritization projects in January. Need to be
obligated in 2013.
Limoges: Can use same criteria for off-system projects (eg, rumble strips on county
highways). These should all be new projects, not swaps. But 2013 deliverability is the key.
March 30 deadline for FY2014 submission.
ACTION ITEM: Draft memo will be distributed this afternoon to SWG and MPO Directors.
Comment deadline is noon on Wednesday, Nov 21. Package will be sent out late Wednesday
or Monday morning.



MPO Support for TraCS Crash Report Transmission
Misiewicz: Boggio had asked what MPOs could do to help encourage local agencies that are
not transmitting crash reports. She suggested reviewing the bi-monthly summary report,
note those local agencies that are not reporting. MPO can then relay the importance of
reporting to agencies in their region.
DeWeese noted he can provide an ITSMR report on percent transmitted electronic v. paper

Education and Training
 Fact Sheet proposal: SHSP and HSP
Misiewicz: Crafted short description for review by Directors. Intent is to be an overview that
highlights purpose of these plans for MPO local members. Will include links to full
documents. Not a lot of detail possible in Fact Sheet.
Torzynski: Who are the local partners in addition to MPO local governments? TSBs. Other
non-profits that are involved in safety.
Misiewicz: agrees this will be important for non-traditional partners.
Dozier: Is this about participating in Plan implementation?
Misiewicz: Yes, should address what local partners can do to help achieve goals of Plans.
DeWeese – HSP requires outreach to State agencies, and locals via TSBs. Cannot fund
projects that are not in plan. Uses ITSMR to write plans, they are similar, HSP more
behavioral, SHSP more infrastructure.


Safety Scan
Torzynski reviewed items in the Scan.
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Training opportunities
Misiewicz reviewed items; noted they are included in the agenda.

Partnerships and Outreach
 NYSATSB
VanSlyke: No action. He and Misiewicz will coordinate on communications.
 GTSC
DeWeese: Working on Annual Report. Have developed an ad campaign on synthetic drug
issue.
 NYSDOT
Nothing additional
 NYSP
No report

Other Topics
o Discuss 2013 meeting schedule
Misiewicz asked if there was any desire to change schedule or frequency of meetings? Members
concurred on keep the same schedule.
o Next meeting: Thursday Dec 20 1:30 PM

